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Ipperwash and the Media: Case Study of How an Aboriginal
Confrontation was Covered
John Miller, Ryerson University, Ontario, CANADA
Abstract: A confrontation with police at Ipperwash Provincial Park in 1995 resulted in Canada’s first death of a First Nations
protester in more than 100 years of land claims disputes. No media were present when police marched on a small band of
protesters occupying the park, but nearly 400 newspaper articles appeared in the month after the shooting of Dudley George.
These included 275 news articles, 64 opinion articles (editorials and columns) and 55 letters to the editor. These were
analyzed to determine how they conformed to journalistic standards of verification and accuracy: Which sources were relied
on; how were the stories framed; whose version of events was given prominence; was the opinion based on fact or stereotypes?
This analysis found significant problems with the coverage. It also developed a new “framing” model for stories involving
aboriginal-police confrontation.
Keywords: Aboriginal, First Nations, Media, Confrontations, Canada, Journalism, Conflict Reporting

UST BEFORE MIDNIGHT on September 6,
1995, a tactical squad of Ontario Provincial
Police marched on a small band of Chippewa
First Nations protesters who had been quietly
occupying a provincial park near the shores of Lake
Huron for three days. They were residents of the
nearby Kettle and Stony Point Reserve, and they said
they were there to reclaim a burial ground. The occupation, an offshoot of a year-long seizure of a nearby
military base in an unresolved land dispute, had been
almost completely peaceful. The protesters even
waited until Ipperwash Provincial Park was closed
for the season and free of campers, and the superintendent handed over the keys to the washroom before
he left.
What happened next would occupy Ontario authorities for the next 12 years, until a provincial judicial
inquiry eventually established how a First Nations
protester, Anthony Dudley George, ended up being
shot dead. George, 38, was the first aboriginal to die
in a land claims protest in Canada in 100 years, and
that suddenly made Ipperwash an important national
news story.
No reporters were present when the 30 OPP officers moved in, clad in body armour, banging their
riot shields and flanked by snipers carrying semiautomatic weapons with sophisticated night-vision sights.
The only three reporters covering the protest that day
had left around suppertime.
This was remarked upon three days later in a
column published by the London Free Press. Gordon
Sanderson was writing as the paper’s “readers’ advocate,” a job that is now almost extinct at Canadian
newspapers but one that essentially tried to explain
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the role and performance of journalism to its audience.
Gently chiding his colleagues for the “nine-to-five
routine of most reporters these days,” he concluded
about Ipperwash: “With the benefit of hindsight, it
is apparent the media would have served the public
better had they kept a closer watch on the deteriorating situation.”
By then, two conflicting views of what happened
had emerged. Police said the protesters were armed
and fired first. First Nations sources said there were
no guns in the park that night, and the police attacked
them. The absence of reporters, Sanderson noted,
meant that “the public was left with widely conflicting accounts of what happened, without independent
verification by a media witness.”
He was articulating one of the core values of
journalism – that reporters have a responsibility to
serve as independent verifiers of facts, so they can
provide people with reliable, impartial information
upon which to base their decisions as citizens in a
democracy. Rather hopefully, Sanderson added:
“Now that everyone has been galvanized into action,
an accurate account of what happened will perhaps
emerge, pieced together from various sources.”
A qualitative study of the newspaper coverage of
Ipperwash affords us with a unique opportunity to
examine, in retrospect, how accurately the story was
reported at the time and what methods journalists
used – or did not use – to convey what happened
when the OPP marched into the provincial park and
fatally shot Dudley George, who we now know was
unarmed.
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Literature Review
The literature is sparse about how the news media
cover aboriginal confrontations with police in
Canada. It is a neglected area of research for two
reasons: Armed and unarmed clashes over unsettled
land claims have escalated since Oka in 1990 and
show no signs of abating; and the few studies that
have been done show that media coverage, particularly coverage by newspapers, is a key factor in both
the public’s perception of First Nations people and
their struggles (Skea 1993) and the response to aboriginal protests by government, police and the military
(Ramos 2006). Some scholars who have looked at
coverage of individual aboriginal protests – and you
can literally count such studies on one hand in
Canada over the last 20 years – point to a critical
lack of material in the literature that can tell us how
accurately such incidents are reported (NesbittLarking 2001).
Media are important because they articulate and
popularize what is acceptable behaviour in society
(Henry and Tator 2000a) – or, as other scholars have
put it, what “Canadianness” is (Bullock and Jafri
2000) and who can be considered threats to it (Bannerji 1986). Instead of being disinterested observers,
as they often claim, the news media filter or reconstruct reality in ways that make them actual participants in the events (Henry and Tator 2000a, Kalant
2004). In the sources they rely on and the way they
frame stories, they tend to favour the political and
economic status quo because their power is closely
tied to it (Porter 1965). As shown in the general literature about minorities, media can play a decisive
role in promulgating racist ideology and in maintaining white dominance (Harding 2006).
Often, the way aboriginal people get “framed” and
described in the media reinforces the idea that they
are a threat to dominant interests (Harding 2006,
Fleras 2003, Henry and Tator 2000b). The media do
this by labeling and publicizing certain extreme actions, ignoring background context, amplifying the
danger by linking one event to others elsewhere in
the country, and providing scapegoats onto whom
public fears and fantasies are projected (Fleras 2003).
This can lead to “moral panics,” defined as threats
that foster a generalized fear about the decay and
collapse of civilized society (Fleras 2003). Some
scholars (Hunt 1997, Jones 1997) say that there is
sociological value in studying how media hype can
contribute to a public discourse of panic that can influence how society’s institutions react.
Because of the widespread reach of mainstream
media, and often the remoteness of aboriginal protest
sites, the public and politicians often have no choice
but to rely on media accounts to form their opinions
and to make public policy about aboriginal people.
Just the presence of media attention has been listed

as one of four factors that increase aboriginal protest
in Canada (Ramos 2006). At the same time, powerful
interests such as governments often try to manipulate
events to achieve favourable media coverage (Kalant
2004), as the federal government did in Oka by
providing news releases and spokespeople to build
the case for bringing in the army (Winter 1992).
When they are not being ignored by mainstream
media, aboriginal people are generally “framed” as
problem people (Fleras 2001, Perigoe and Lazar
1992) constituting a threat to the national interest
(by demands for self-government), a threat to
Canada’s social order (attacks on lobster fishers at
Burnt Church, N.B.), a cost drain (land claims settlements), lawless thugs (Oka, Ipperwash) or acting as
unscrupulous manipulators (cigarette smuggling
activities on some reserves). Within these frames,
crude stereotyping takes place:
“Time and again aboriginal people come across
as ‘troublesome constituents’ whose demands
for self-determination and the right to inherent
self-government are contrary to Canada’s liberal-democratic tradition. Aboriginal activism
tends to be framed as a departure from established norms regardless of the context or urgency, while protesters are frequently labeled
as dangerous or irrational.” (Fleras 2001)
The effects of this “moral panic” in media portrayal
of aboriginal people can be long-standing and perverse. The framing of aboriginal people as threats in
the media has remained unchanged over the last 150
years in Canada, according to Harding (2006), who
looked at four cases of coverage from 1863 to 1992.
None of his cases, unfortunately, involved land
claims confrontations with police. Nevertheless, he
found that repeated stereotypical coverage has led
society to conclude that the solution to the “aboriginal situation” is simply to treat them like other Canadians. According to this view, the very root of the
problem is the years of “special” treatment aboriginal
people have received. Harding points out that this is
an inaccurate conclusion, since treaties and Supreme
Court judgments have conferred special rights on
First Nations people.
This view is backed up by discourse analysis
(Henry and Tator 2000b) that has identified often
inaccurate racist discourses that many visible
minorities are subjected to in the Canadian print
media, including moral panic, blaming the victim,
and white victimization.
Accuracy is an important function of the mass
media. Stereotypes are frequently not accurate or
real, but they are real in their social consequences
(Pheloung 2000). They help keep aboriginal people
in their “place,” and justify tougher measures of social control (Churchill 1999). Less powerful groups
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in society like aboriginal people consistently complain about how they are depicted in the media, and
feel they are subject to negative portrayal, stereotyping and scapegoating (Frideres 1988, Khaki and
Prasad 1988). Cultural studies tell us that if vital information is distorted or left out, our ability to understand diversity is damaged. Media images – like a
masked man holding a warrior flag – serve as our
“windows” through which we see who deserves to
claim Canadianness (Bullock and Jafri 2000).
Providing context is also important to ensure accurate portrayals of First Nations peoples. Ignoring
the longstanding history of their mistreatment by the
Canadian government in stories involving conflicts
with authority often produces stereotypical and
damaging narratives (Fleras 2003). By selectively
choosing how to contextualize an event, the media
can advance the ideas of the dominant sector of society in ways that reinforce, over time, prevailing discourses (Fleras and Elliott 2003, Henry and Tator
2002). Alternative perspectives are either dismissed
or marginalized.
Oka, in 1990, was probably the best-known aboriginal land claim confrontation in Canadian history.
It made national headlines for 77 days, as about 30
armed aboriginals in Kanesatake, Quebec, stood off
3,000 members of the armed forces and 1,500 provincial police. One police officer was killed in an
ill-advised attempt to rush the barricades. Politicians,
including Quebec Premier Robert Bourassa, framed
it as an issue of law and order, not a land claim. Press
and TV coverage frequently portrayed the Mohawk
protesters as lawbreakers, justifying the $200 million
expense of bringing in the army. Oka also left the
public with an indelible media stereotype of
protesting Indians – the Mohawk Warrior, armed,
masked, militant and a terrorist (Valaskakis 2005)
Academic studies of media coverage of Oka
(Nesbitt-Larking 2001, Grenier 1992, Skea 1993,
Winter 1992) found that the context of the dispute
often was left out: Armed and masked warriors were
portrayed as unruly thugs, instead of residents who
were frustrated by decades of unsatisfied land claims
negotiations and who objected to the expansion of a
golf course onto their land.
Who the media talk to, and don’t talk to, often influences coverage. A study of the 1995 standoff at
Gustafsen Lake, B.C., showed that by their over-reliance on police sources, journalists collaborated to
criminalize and discredit the First Nations protesters
who seized a ranch in an intense dispute over the
constitutional status of aboriginal title in British
Columbia (Lambertus 2004). Police fired 70,000
rounds into the camp, and the media framed it not
as a land dispute but as armed terrorism and criminality. Similarly, in his analysis of newspaper coverage of Oka, Skea found non-natives were used as

sources much more often than natives, and as a result
58 percent of the stories adopted anti-native themes.
Media reliance on what politicians, police and military officials said at Oka obscured the context of the
dispute and caused widespread distribution of inaccurate information, like who fired the first shot (York
and Pindera 1991).
We know that newspaper coverage of land claim
confrontations is growing. One study (Wilkes and
Ricard 2007) posited that after Oka, protests have
become a more compelling “story” to the media because of the expectation of violence.
Aside from the lack of research of media performance in such confrontations, there are limitations
with methodology. Many consider only quantitative
data (Wilkes and Ricard 2007, Grenier 1992, Ramos
2006), not qualitative data such as the choice of
sources, accuracy of key facts, and story frames
(Skea is a notable exception). Previous models of
how the media frame aboriginal stories in general
(Fleras and Elliott 2003, Harding 2006, Fairclough
1989, Perigoe and Lazar 2002) are not entirely useful
for analyzing coverage of confrontations. This suggests the need for qualitative analysis, including a
“framing model” that identifies the kinds of themes
media adopt when covering aboriginal-police confrontations.
Ipperwash occurred at the same time as Gustafsen
Lake, but media coverage of it has not yet been analyzed by scholars. What makes it an interesting case
study is that the true facts about what happened have
been established in court (the 1997 conviction of
Acting Sgt. Kenneth Deane, who shot Dudley
George), in an investigative book (Edwards 2001)
and at a provincial judicial inquiry (Linden 2007).
It is now accepted that the First Nations protesters
were not armed and that a burial ground did exist in
the provincial park. So we have reference points to
analyze whether the media reported the 1995 confrontation accurately, fairly and in context.

Methodology
The challenge was to choose a time period short
enough to allow for a detailed analysis of news and
opinion articles, and long enough to span enough
key events before and after the shooting of Dudley
George to discern a trend. We chose July 31, 1995,
as the starting point because events that weekend
ended the peaceful co-existence between the First
Nations people occupying Camp Ipperwash and the
Canadian Armed Forces. Their land had been seized
under the War Measures Act in 1942 and turned into
a military training camp. A promise to return it after
the war was never honoured. The occupiers were
reported to have crashed a bus into a drill hall and
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the military withdrew. Ipperwash became a more
significant story then.
The end point was established as Oct. 16, 1995,
roughly the same length of time (a month) after the
occupation of Ipperwash Provincial Park and the
shooting of George. That date was chosen because
it marked the release of a study by the Chippewas
of Kettle and Stony Point verifying that burial
grounds exist on the park land – in other words, that
they may have had a legitimate “colour of right”
claim to be there, contrary to earlier statements by
the Ontario government that there were no burial
grounds. Significantly, the press release put out by
the Chippewas announcing that fact was not reported
in any newspaper chosen for this study.
This qualitative study, of the key period between
July and October of 1995, measures how the story
was “framed” by the media, which sources were
used, and how the newspapers treated the key issue
of whether the protesters were armed.
All newspaper articles mentioning Ipperwash were
selected for the two-month period from three online
databases available at Ryerson University. In addition, copies of stories were obtained from two key
regional newspapers which did not appear on the
databases. The London Free Press, through editor
Paul Berton, kindly furnished all the Ipperwash articles from its archives. Articles published by the
Sarnia Observer were culled from submissions made
to the provincial inquiry. This was done by Aboriginal Legal Services of Toronto, which commissioned
this study and presented the findings to the inquiry.
I am indebted to researcher Cybele Sack for assembling the 691 versions of stories that were published
and coding key information. The articles appeared
in 19 Canadian daily newspapers, Maclean’s
magazine, and four wire services:
1.

2.
3.

4.

From Canadian Newsstand: Financial Post,
Calgary Herald, Edmonton Journal, Kingston
Whig-Standard, Montreal Gazette, Ottawa Citizen, Toronto Star, Vancouver Province, Vancouver Sun, Victoria Times-Colonist, Windsor
Star, Hamilton Spectator, Kitchener Record,
Halifax Daily News.
From Factiva: Globe and Mail, Winnipeg Free
Press.
From Lexis-Nexis: Toronto Sun, Maclean’s
magazine, wire services (Canadian Press,
United Press International, Agence FrancePresse, Associated Press).
By special arrangement: London Free Press,
Sarnia Observer.

All stories were catalogued chronologically, whether
there was a byline, what page it appeared on, where
it was written from (placeline), the identity of the
lead source and all other sources, and if a story

mentioned guns in the park, whose version was given
priority. Stories were labeled as news reportage,
opinion columns or editorials, and letters to the editor. When the identical news story or opinion column
appeared in more than one newspaper on the same
day, it was marked as a duplicate. This accounts for
the two numerical counts: 496 different articles, and
691 total appearances. Unless otherwise indicated,
the content analyses that follow look at the 496 original articles, not the duplicates.
The print coverage of Ipperwash was examined
to see how it conformed to accepted standards of
journalism, including a first obligation to the truth,
acting as an independent monitor of authority, practicing the discipline of verification, and keeping the
news comprehensive and proportional (Kovach and
Rosenstiel 2001).

A Framing Model
Ipperwash was a news story capable of being
“framed” several ways. It was a dispute over land
that the federal government promised to return to
First Nations people. It was a falling-out between
rival bands. It was a police incident, and a dispute
about who fired the first shots. How reporters chose
to “frame” the news had the result, over time, of
shaping public opinion in the period leading up to
the shooting, and the period immediately afterwards.
Discerning these “frames” by reading their stories
10 years later is a subjective exercise, so the criteria
need explanation. They draw heavily from the literature on media “framing” previously cited (Fleras
1995, Henry and Tator 2000):
Frame One: First Nations people as troublemakers. These stories fit Fleras’ model of
minorities being framed as social problems.
They tended to treat the occupation as a police
incident, with the occupiers cast as those who
were doing something illegal or who needed to
be controlled. These stories did not mention
that the occupation stemmed from frustration
caused by a 53-year-old land claim. They generally quoted the police and local residents as
commenting on the motives and actions of the
occupiers in the base or park. When stories took
a wider perspective, First Nations people tended
to be portrayed as creating problems for society
by making demands upsetting to the social,
political or economic order. They fit Henry and
Tator’s discourses of white victimization and
moral panic.
Frame Two: First Nations people with a legitimate dispute. These stories always made
reference, even if briefly, to the land claim issue, and the fact that it had been either unresolved for 53 years (in the case of the military
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base) or in dispute (in the case of the burial
grounds in the park). First Nations people were
usually described as interested in a peaceful
resolution of the dispute. In other words, they
were treated as citizens protesting an injustice,
rather than being stereotyped into any of the
frames identified by Fleras or Henry and Tator.
Frame Three: First Nations people in dispute
among themselves. These stories mentioned
that the Stoney Pointers (as the occupiers of the
park preferred to be called) were a “splinter
group” or “rebels” because they openly disagreed with the recognized band at Kettle and
Stony Point. As such, their actions were seen
to be illegitimate, illegal, or at least question-

able. In some cases, these stories talked about
how younger people on reserves across Canada
were becoming more militant and rebelling
against the teachings of their elders, and this
was linked to Ipperwash. These stories implied
that First Nations people were culturally deficient, unruly “others,” and generally fit Fleras’
frame of them as stereotypes operating outside
the mainstream. This frame also draws from
Henry and Tator’s discourses of equal opportunity and blaming the victim. First Nations people,
this frame implies, are not worthy of receiving
any “special treatment.”
This table shows how the stories written before and
after the shooting fit into these general frames:

Frames

Before
Shooting

After
Shooting

Troublemakers

41%

48%

Dispute with government (legal)

25%

31%

Dispute among themselves (illegal)

33%

21%

As the story developed, the Stoney Pointers were
increasingly portrayed as aggressors, obstructionists,
or criminals; in other words: troublemakers. The
story was covered as a police incident instead of a
land dispute. These “frames” grew to nearly half the
stories written after the shooting.
The percentage of stories that talked about First
Nations people engaged in a peaceful resolution of
the dispute also increased after the shooting, mainly
because the news focused on the negotiations to end
the dispute among the federal government, police
and outside leaders including Assembly of First Nations chief Ovide Mercredi.
The percentage of stories that focused on the internal dispute between the Stoney Pointers and the
Kettle Point band declined after the shooting, mainly
because Chief Tom Bressette changed his hard-line
stance and tried to embrace the cause of the occupiers
after the shooting of Dudley George.
These changing patterns have significance because
more than 70 percent of stories written about Ipperwash in the study period fit frames that suggested
the occupiers were engaged in activities that were
questionable or illegal, rather than being caused by
53 years of frustration over broken government
promises to return the Stoney Point lands. The position of the Ontario government led by Mike Harris,
which said it would not negotiate with the occupiers
until they halted their “illegal” actions, was consistent with the way the press was framing the story. As
we shall see, the heavy reliance on government
politicians as sources after the shooting made this
inevitable.

Discussion of other Findings
In the month leading up to the shooting, newspapers
carried 68 news stories, 28 opinion stories, and 6
letters to the editor mentioning the Ipperwash occupation. In the month after the shooting, they carried
considerably more: 275 news stories, 64 opinion
articles, and 55 letters to the editor. Total number of
original articles: 496, plus one correction. In several
cases, news stories (mainly from the Canadian Press
wire service) and columns were published by more
than one newspaper the same day. Counting duplicates, there were a total of 691 published articles.
Up until the shooting, the story did not get prominent play in those newspapers. Only 9 percent of all
stories published between July 31 and September 6
appeared on front page. That changed when George
was shot and killed. One hundred and forty-four
versions of stories were published in newspapers in
the three days following the shooting (September 79), and 15 percent of those appeared on page one. It
became a bigger story, and more news organizations
sent staff reporters to Ipperwash.
Despite these resources, no reporter managed to
piece together a comprehensive eyewitness account
of what happened during the fateful night of
September 6. Who shot first? Why did police storm
the occupiers, and at night? Who ordered them to?
In this respect, the most basic function of journalism
– to convey accurate facts in context – was not exercised.
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Reporters relied heavily on interviews with “official” sources – police, outside First Nations leaders
and politicians – after the shooting. A “lead source”
is the first person quoted in any news story. Such a
person often makes comments that relate to the angle
or “frame” of the story. Their statements are given

prominence owing to the fact that they generally
appear in the first few paragraphs and are often
placed there to corroborate or explain the reporter’s
interpretation of events (the angle). The following
chart compares who the lead sources were before
and after the shooting.

Lead Source

Before
Shooting

After
Shooting

Outside natives

14

111

Stoney Pointers

13

30

OPP

4

25

Military

11

0

Political/gov’t

8

31

Campers/locals

4

16

Others

6

18

As we can see, Stoney Pointers became much rarer
sources for their own story after the shooting. They
are outnumbered as lead sources by the total number
of outsiders, 201-30.
Politicians appeared as often as Stoney Pointers
as lead sources after the shooting, even though Ipperwash was hardly a partisan political story at the time.
Only once was an opposition politician cited as a
lead source; invariably it was a Conservative provincial politician (Premier Harris, a member of his cabinet, or the local MPP) or federal Indian Affairs
Minister Ron Irwin, calling the occupation illegal
and urging the Stoney Pointers to vacate the park.
There was almost no critical questioning of those
holding political power. Nor was the question of an
inquiry into the shooting pursued, even though that
was called for within days of September 6 by Mercredi, the Chiefs of Ontario, and the Law Union of
Ontario.
It was the same story when all sources were
counted. Before September 6, Stoney Pointers constituted 19 percent of people quoted, but after George
was shot that percentage dropped to 10.6. Politicians
and government officials constituted 20 percent of
all sources after the shooting, and OPP officers another 13 percent.
This imbalance in sourcing had the result of marginalizing the people at the centre of the dispute.
With their story not being told, opinion writers far
from the scene were free to speculate on the meaning
of the occupation and the violence that occurred.
Motives were imputed to the Stoney Pointers without
any opportunity for them to respond or correct the
public record. For example, Ipperwash was used as
one more sign that young people on reserves across
the country were becoming increasingly armed and
militant. In actual fact, the Stoney Pointers occupying
Ipperwash were neither armed nor particularly young.

Dudley George was 38, and there were several elders
among the 20 or so occupiers.
The discipline of verification that is supposed to
be at the core of good journalism was relaxed to a
worrisome degree.
Very little ongoing news coverage was told from
the perspective of those occupying the park. Not one
reporter managed to get inside the barricades, unlike
at Oka. Kettle and Stony Point band chief Bressette
was most often quoted as the authority for what the
occupiers were up to. There were many reasons for
journalists to be more skeptical, especially since
Bressette was negotiating for the return of Camp Ipperwash to his band and may have had reasons to
discredit the occupation. He was the source who first
said the base occupiers were believed to have guns
and were being whipped up by outside agitators –
allegations which showed up frequently in subsequent news stories, although there was never any
evidence to confirm them.
Canadian newspapers were quick to pass judgment. Editorials and opinion columns, some written
within two days of the shooting, were often based
on inaccurate or incomplete information and were
generally unsympathetic to the Stoney Pointers. One
of the most extreme examples was Toronto Sun
columnist Matthew Fisher writing from Singapore,
of all places, on September 17:
“One of the best things about being 12 time
zones away from Canada is that I no longer
have to cover obscure and occasionally bloody
Indian standoffs such as those at Camp Ipperwash ... No longer do I have to travel hundreds
of miles down bad roads with scores of other
journalists to dusty mosquito-infested villages
for a media opportunity with a bunch of un-
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kempt and menacing thugs who are eager for
their moment of fame.”
Even worse were several “analysis” articles that ran
in papers on September 8 and 9. These articles tried
to set the violence at Ipperwash in some wider perspective – and invariably that perspective was one
of increasingly militant First Nations people taking
the law into their own hands. One such story by Jack
Aubry of the Ottawa Citizen on September 8 began:
“The much-predicted Indian revolution in Canada
has begun.” It went on to add, without citing any
evidence or source, that “the shock waves from an
Indian man being killed by police will be felt from
coast to coast. It appears likely that highways will

be blocked and government offices will be occupied
in the next weeks. Maybe even some rail lines will
be shut down and the odd hydro transmission tower
taken down by explosives.” None of this, of course,
happened.
Only three of the 92 opinion articles written during
the two months were by journalists who actually
went to Ipperwash and did their own reporting. The
strongest finding of this research is the extent to
which opinion-makers in the press ignored or manipulated the facts and resorted to crude stereotypes of
First Nations people. Aside from letters to the editor,
which were more supportive, the tone of opinion was
decidedly against the Stoney Pointers:

Type of Opinion

Pro

Anti

Even Handed

Editorials

27%

40%

33%

Columns

39%

44%

17%

Letters to editor

52.5%

43.5%

4%

Even handed opinion generally made note of the government’s responsibility to settle land claims
The second wave of opinion/analysis, published a
week or more after the shooting, led us further away
from the facts as they were known at that time, almost as if the wrong co-ordinates had been punched
into the sophisticated media guidance system. These
articles fit some of the “frames” associated with racist
dialogue – a Canada-wide Indian revolution about
to begin (moral panic), a lack of tolerance for First
Nations people who break the law (blame the victim),
and mainstream Canadian society under assault
(white victimization).
Here is columnist Catherine Ford, writing in the
Calgary Herald on September 22: “Canada’s first
nations would like us to see them as the strong and
spiritual inheritors of a brave nation. That’s tough
when, as a visible minority, many of the natives we
see are face down in flower beds or holding up the
corners of seedy hotels.”
Here is Claire Hoy in the Vancouver Province on
September 12: “A thug by any other name is still a
thug.” Although he acknowledged the facts of what
happened at Ipperwash were still in dispute, “there
is no doubt who I believe, and it isn’t the militant
warriors who think they have the right to take up
arms against the state.”
Stories that fit common stereotypes – First Nations
people as troublemakers, as unruly and violent, or
benefiting from double standards of justice – tended
to get picked up or reprinted in other newspapers;

those that challenged common stereotypes – First
Nations people without guns, or with a legitimate
land grievance – generally did not.
The events at Ipperwash were frequently linked
to other First Nations disputes like Gustafsen Lake,
where the occupiers had guns and used them. Before
the shooting, 31 percent of the published articles
made that connection. Only 4 percent said there was
no connection. This tendency increased after the
shooting. Forty-two percent of the news, commentary
and letters to the editor made direct connections
between Ipperwash and Oka or Gustafsen Lake. Less
than 1 percent said there was no connection. This
tended to help create a “moral panic” that First Nations people were on the brink of a co-ordinated and
potentially bloody nation-wide revolution. Linking
Ipperwash to Oka and Gustafsen Lake may be relevant and justified, if the reference is to rising frustration with land claims, but it is quite inaccurate to
compare the gun-toting warriors at Oka and Gustafsen Lake with the unarmed Stoney Pointers.
The Stoney Pointers’ claim that they had no guns
at Ipperwash was almost always discounted, either
by stories that incorrectly reported they had them,
or because their denial was most often mentioned
after the OPP’s account – that the occupiers attacked
and fired first. That served, over time, to discredit
them.
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Before
Shooting

After
Shooting

Had guns

9

42

No guns

5

16

In dispute, with OPP side first

2

62

In dispute, with Native side first

1

7

These are the number of stories that mentioned guns
The result of this reporting meant that the police
version was given prominence over the occupiers’
version in 65 percent of the stories written before
the shooting, and 82 percent after it. Is it any wonder
commentators tended to have a field day discussing
Ipperwash in the context of what they felt was increasing First Nations violence and lawlessness across
Canada?

Conclusion
The evidence is very clear: When it came to telling
the story of the unarmed victims of Ipperwash, who
quickly came under attack from the provincial government, the police and editorial writers for their
supposedly violent and lawless tendencies, most reporters and editors looked the other way. They failed
to follow many of the principles of responsible
journalism, such as maintaining a first obligation to
the truth, acting as independent monitors of authority,
practicing the discipline of verification, and keeping
the news comprehensive and proportional.

Columnists and editorial writers would have
served society better by following those same
journalistic principles instead of resorting to stereotypes and acting on assumptions. One of the few who
exercised this care was Tom Walkom of the Toronto
Star, who on September 9 examined the unanswered
questions: “What isn’t yet clear is why the OPP responded in such force ... What is clear, however, is
that a fairly manageable case of vandalism connected
to a political occupation of a park (which was closed
for the season anyway) turned into a three-hour,
white-hot confrontation that left one dead and two
seriously injured.” Walkom called for an inquiry –
one of the few columnists to do so – and pointed a
finger at the government of Mike Harris.
Editors, who are responsible for making sure
everything they publish follows the highest journalistic principles, failed to apply those principles
scrupulously enough to the coverage and commentary on Ipperwash, no doubt contributing to the 10year delay in calling a judicial inquiry.
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